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The Human Strategy brings a unique and accessible evolutionary approach to the study of human anatomy. Bridging the disciplines of
anthropology and biology, it acknowledges that human beings are vertebrates, mammals, and primates, and that the anatomical
systems of the human body reflect adaptations from each of these levels of classification. John H. Langdon identifies th The Human
Strategy brings a unique and accessible evolutionary approach to the study of human anatomy.Â It seems to be a good overview for
putting human anatomy into an evolutionary perspective, considering not only current functions but historical functions that were often
quite different. I think, though, that it is probably not the best STARTING POINT for learning about anatomy. Human Anatomy and
Physiology from an Evolutionary Perspective. Everyone is interested in Human Biology. This book isâ€¦ timely â€” there are no others.
up-to-dateâ€” it includes discoveries of recent months. completeâ€”it provides an essential overview as well as a detailed explanation of
human body systems. excitingâ€” because it presents a great deal of information in a more meaningful fashion. It will equally engross
the struggling biology student and the educated layperson.Â â€œReducing the human species to just one type of evolutionary form is
folly(!)â€ â€œAll necessary topics are coveredâ€¦ I believe the approach is appropriate, even refreshing to someone like myself. It is
droll and sardonicâ€¦ very readableâ€¦ the level of detailâ€¦may be the strongest aspect of this presentation.

